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In late years, because of expansion of electronic commerce by the information processing 

technical rapid spread and developed, importance of recommender systems that recommend 
unknown contents for active users to them. The collaborative filtering that is the element 
technology of recommender systems are implemented a recommendation system using a 
principle of "bush telegraph", and utilized in the range where a study, practical use are 
active together, but yet decisive technique is not established by being approach to treat the human 
"side of psychology".  

In recommender systems, the input of taste information by a user affects recommendation 
precision greatly. The systems that contents intend for "book" and "music" and so on 
can use the user’s "record of purchase" instead of his "information of taste". 
However, it is necessary to have active users input "information of taste" with a 
different form because buying and selling of contents is not concluded by systems 
that contents intend "movies" and so on. Therefore the system side shows an evaluation 
object for the reason of distribution of observation value is big, and being unbalanced in a 
conventional system when I leave the input to a user and adopts the policy that a user evaluates 
in a known evaluation object. In addition, evaluation is difficult and becomes the technique how a 
processing cost is high for a user because an input method is relative evaluation by SD method (I 
evaluate it from an adjective pair). Therefore, in this study, I raised an input cost cut of an activity 
user as the first purpose assuming not removing recommendation precision in comparison with a 
conventional system.  

For objective realization, an relatively scale by pair comparison method (I evaluate it from a pair 
of contents) suggested a possible input method and devised the recommendation algorithm that I 
was able to put together for the input. I assumed the hyperplane which divided one pair of position 
coordinates of two contents by comparison taste air space of an activity user and did taste space 
and Euclid distance with each coordinate with a standard of recommendation to be concrete.  

This study got a position coordinate of each contents than history data of a conventional system 
and evaluated it after having implemented suggestion algorithm and tested it. This suggestion 
tested comparison with a conventional system in a characteristic of the algorithm so that 
inspection from a statistical standard was impossible by I gathered subjects, and taking a 
questionnaire. As a result, with a conventional system and the recommendation precision that did 
not almost change, This study was able to get the opinion that a suggestion system could be 
superior to with an aspect of an input cost from many subjects. 
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